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Earthquake Forecasting Services

Landslides:
Potential earthquake
consequences to
your mining operations

Major earthquakes are becoming detectable
before they strike creating new exciting
markets and opportunities for asset managers
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New strategy for your asset management and fund activities:
Improving your current operations, increasing edge in old, inefficient
markets and creating new ones!
Terra Seismic®

Number One Myth about Earthquakes:
They are not forecastable!
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Thanks to our dedicated scientists, short term
probabilistic forecasting of earthquakes is now in an
advanced stage. Our team and affiliates provide daily
earthquake alerts for 150 countries. Our team uses
proprietary satellite-based technologies . Our leading
geoscientists and financial experts developed innovative
solutions for fund & asset managers, insurance and
reinsurance, governments, early warning systems (EWS),
large catastrophe modelers, and disaster risk responders.
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How can earthquakes be forecasted 20
to 30 days before they occur?
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An earthquake is an enormous
release of energy. However this
energy is not released only when
the event occurs, but also at
several stages before the
earthquake. Release of this
excessive energy leads to:
The appearance of abnormalities
(thermal, ionic, etc.) in the
atmosphere near the location and
timing of a future earthquake.
These abnormalities can be
detected by today’s satellite earth
observation systems and ground
based instruments.
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Education
& outreach

Consulting
and
solutions

Earthquake
Alert Info.
Services

Today
Short-term (up to
30 days) earthquake
forecast for >5.5M
events

Mid-term (1-3
months) earthquake
forecast for >6M
events

Update is daily

Update is monthly

Proprietary research
on earthquakes and
financial markets
Impact on various
markets and scenario
analysis

Hedging and
investment
solutions

General public
through media
market
To save lives and to
educate

Solutions for before and
after event that improve
rational behavior

Government and
international
bodies
To help first
responders and market
coordinators

Long-term (up to 5
years) earthquake
forecast for
major(>7.5-8M+)
events
Update is 6 mo.

New market and
product
development
We provide you
with the big
picture

Location and
Scenario analysis of
20 mega quakes
expected in 20132018

Our coverage: Japan, USA, Italy, Taiwan, China, Turkey, Mexico, Indonesia, Philippines, New Zealand,
Chile, Peru, Greece, Thailand, India, Pakistan, Australia, all European countries, etc. On demand services
for your region.

Tomorrow
Next
Day
Alerts!

Daily update
of alerts for
1 to 2 days
before
events, with
10% false
alarm - to
save lives
and assets!
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Realized epicenter

On April 5th our affiliate team forecasted an M6 earthquake in Japan: data (blue):
Date and Time of the forecast

Latitude,

Longitude,

Magni-

(UTC)
5.04.13 15:00

degrees
35.00±1.5

degrees
135.00±1.5

tude
6

Region

Lag

Forecast

The real

Japan

(days)
results
magnitude
7
12.04.13 20.33
5.8

Seven days later, on the 12th April, an M5.8 earthquake (red) hit the defined area and 33 people
were injured (9 seriously) – 4151 houses damaged, 2 destroyed.
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Realized epicenter

On July 2nd our affiliate team forecasted an M5+ earthquake in Canada: data (blue):
Date and Time of the forecast

Latitude,

Longitude,

(UTC)

degrees

degrees

02.07.13 14:00

49.00±2.0

Magnitude Region

-126.00±2.0

5+

Canada

Lag

Forecast

(days)

results

32

The real
magnitude

4.08.13 13:22

5.4

On August 4th, 32 days later M5.4 earthquake (red) hit in the defined area, again in an area that
has not experienced strong events in recent times but is seismically active.
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Realized epicenter

On June 3rd our affiliate team forecasted an M6+ earthquake in Mexico: data (blue):
Date and Time of the forecast

Latitude,

Longitude,

(UTC)

degrees

degrees

3.06.13 18:00

18.00±1.5

-102.00±1.5

Magnitude Region
6+

Mexico

Lag

Forecast

The real

(days)

results

magnitude

12

16.06.13 5:19

6.1

On June 16th, 12 days later M6.1 earthquake (red) hit in the defined area, 122 kms away from Mexico city, causing
land slides, building damage, car accidents. Such earthquakes are frequent, and 6+ events such as 2010 and 2012
Guerrero earthquakes caused over $1 billion in damages.
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We offer three levels of involvement for your fund
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1. Conservative. Hedge your risks, avoid losses – If you know the location of future
earthquakes and how various assets will respond to an event, you can:
• Re allocate your portfolio to minimize risk
• Forego investments until risk has gone
• Contingency plans for specific scenarios
2.Proactive. Leverage the exposure of your assets against risks by being one of the first to
quantify them. Lower uncertainty allows you to take positions against risk.
• Areas prone to seismic activity can now have this risk included into your ROI analysis
3.Visionary. Participate in creating new markets, including consulting and brokerage services.
The reinsurance, insurance and asset management industries require intermediaries to deal with
their own risk – the quickest way is using financial market moves as hedges.
• Short term market action for catastrophe bonds. By being at the trading forefront, you have
the ability to capitalize the revenues from these services and shape these markets
• Long term solutions for insurers who find that renewal prices over the course of one year
are going to be too expensive or too cheap, based on our risk assessments
• Hedge against the risk, invest money in a fund that trades against earthquakes
Terra Seismic®
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Financial markets are immediately influenced by earthquakes
directly or indirectly through their neighbors and trade partners
USA
Japan
Hong Kong
Shanghai
Canada
Australia
India
Brazil
S. Korea
Taiwan
Singapore
Italy
Mexico
Indonesia
Malaysia
Thailand
Saudi Arabia
Turkey
Chile
Philippines
UAE
Peru
New Zealand
Pakistan
Argentina

19 761
4 596
3 459
3 328
1 941
1 378
1 243
1 201
1 116
878
639
545
533
517
510
469
390
337
318
261
150
89
53
52
36

Market capitalization of biggest capital markets in seismically active or
neighboring regions, $ billion:

China
$3.3T

Turkey
$337B
USA
$19T
Mexico
$533B

Japan
$4.6T

Italy
$545B
India
$1.2T
Indone
sia
$517B
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A new, catastrophic event is approaching:
The Tokai Earthquake
-These are Japanese earthquakes
estimated to occur every 100-150
years. The last one occurred 168
years ago

- The Japanese stock market is heated
by hot money and susceptible to
sudden shocks. For example, the
sudden 7% dip in the Nikkei on
23/5/13.
The impacts of another mega quake
would be at least as bad as the March
11, 2011 Tohoku earthquake.

Nikkei Index (blue) versus its volatility
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Collapse
on 23/5/13!

16000
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-Expected Magnitude of >8.0 in densely
populated areas of Nagoya and Shizuoka
which are 100kms from Tokyo suburbs
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WE have the technology to forecast this
event up to 30 days before it occurs.
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The new Tokai Earthquake?
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A best case scenario may be the last Japanese Megaquake.
In the five days after the Tohoku earthquake in Japan (Bottom Left), capitalization of five global stock exchanges fell by
$1.2 trillion. Japan’s Nikkei225 plunged 20%. Direct material damage in Japan from the earthquake, and the tsunami
caused by it, exceeded $309 billion. Thus, financial damage from the 11.03.2011 earthquake in Japan can be estimated at
$1.5 trillion. However, many of the world’s indices reacted negatively as well, exposing many of your positions to a risk
that wecan now quantify. You can see that as the Japanese government responded to the Earthquake (Bottom Right),
fixed income markets responded. We can help you understand the risk of this and many other securities.
World Indices before and after the March 11, 11 Japan EQ

Fixed income in Japan
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The 2011 Japan EQ and the Hedge Fund Industry
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The standard approach to earthquake risk in the financial industry isn’t good enough.
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Individual equity positions had even
stronger volatility after the Tohoku
earthquake. Here we have TEPCO,
Tokyo Electric Power Company, which
lost 35 billion dollars in market cap
after the earthquake. Positions like
these are incredibly exposed.

“When the crisis hit, we reacted quite quickly,” CAI’s Eddie Tam said, “So within two or three days,
we liquidated the entire Japanese exposure. Its not really prudent to guess the outcome of the
nuclear incident at this point in time.”
Week on losses in top 20 Hedge Funds:
-Paulson & Co’s Advantage, Plus down 6%
-Man Group’s huge flagship $22bn quant
fund AHL, dropped as much as 4%

Other Losers, average industry loss of 5 to 10%:
-London-based Arcus Investment Ltd. down more than
10%
-Sloane Robinson’s flagship $1.6bn global fund dropped
by 9.5%
-Global Balanced fund dropped by 9.2%, $300m
-Tudor’s Momentum fund down 7.1%
-Sparx’s Long-short fund down 6.5%
Terra Seismic®
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Possible NZ 201? Earthquake:
-Along with our forecasts, we offer solutions.
This research is geared to understanding trends
so that you can prepare an optimal reaction.
We have answers to your questions.
-Example: spread between construction and
insurance equity after 2010-2011 Christchurch
earthquake in New Zealand… how common is
this? How persistent is the effect?

Construction to Insurance equity
spread
2,6
2,55
2,5
2,45
2,4
2,35
2,3
2,25
2,2

Christchurch EQ

Copper Prices
345

Chile 201?
:- Chile and Peru are strong producers of
metals
- Left: After Chile earthquake, copper prices
skyrocket.
What happens to Gold prices? Chilean and
Peruvian indices and equity?

Chile 2010
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Our Offer
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1)Local short-term Forecasts with one year and access to our Groundbreaking research on
financial markets and earthquakes
2)Extension to world market. Our worldwide forecasts and opportunity to maximize global
trading strategies based on our data
3)Complementarity between our products. When your clients need raw estimates of risk, their
best product is access to our services.
4)A profitable brokerage. Many of our clients are big players in the insurance reinsurance
industry. At this point, they have zero solutions in the financial markets to deal with short term
earthquake risk, and renewal prices which may not price in risk over course of 1 month to 1
year. We can forward these clients to you and your future short term risk mitigation products.
Some of them may become potential investors for a positive earthquake fund.
5)Location and Scenario analysis of 20 biggest world earthquakes expected in 2013-2018. We
can discuss delivery of other products, such as medium and long term forecasts, on case by
case basis. Many of your clients will be interested in the range of our technologies as they make
projections about their long term portfolios.
6)New financial instruments to hedge your earthquakes' risk. We are at the forefront of
research on earthquakes and financial markets. We are beginning partnership with players
across the world that can be valuable connections for short term trades on earthquakes. We
can help you increase returns on investments and improve valuations of portfolios.
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Beyond Earthquakes
Earthquakes &
Tsunamis
150 countries
globally, 4.5 billion
impacted in last 20
years
Tohoku 2011: $35 bil.
Northridge 1994: 21
bil.
Christchurch 2011: $15
bil.
Chile 2009: $8.4 bil.
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Hurricanes

Typhoons

East Coast, Mid
West USA;
Caribbean and
central America

East Asia, including
Japan, Taiwan,
Thailand, Philippines,
Malaysia, etc.

Hurricane Katrina,
Sandy, and Andrew:
$76, $36 and $26
billion

1991 Typhoon
Mireille: $9.5 billion
1999 Typhoon Bart:
$5.6 Billion
Recent Philippines
Typhoon

Floods/Monsoo
ns
Europe, Central
USA,India,
Bangladesh,
South East
Asia, etc.

1998-2009
European flooding
cost of $70 billion
2011 Thailand: $15
billion

Volcanoes
Continuous
eruptions and active
volcanoes in Italy,
USA, etc.
Loses:
Mt. St. Helens: $71m
Indonesia 2006:
$233m
Iceland 2010:
$200m

Insurance Losses Since 1970
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More Information, Questions & Contact:
http://www.mecinternational.us/

Franz Campero, PhD, PE, MBA
Managing Principal – Consulting
North & Latin America
+1 (415) 866-4497
Franz.Campero@MECinternational.us
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